
Welcome to the second half of summer term!  
We have decided to name our STAR learning ‘Into the Great Unknown’  and it will have a space 
focus. There will be lots of different learning to access but we are going to look more in depth at 
our handwriting and spellings.  
Mr Lara will be learning with children in school but Mrs Vale will be available to answer questions 
via email and will be trying to catch up with you all via zoom group sessions - details will be sent 
out in emails to you on Monday morning.  
If you haven’t received anything, please email Mrs Vale on 
year2homelearning@threemilestone.cornwall.sch.uk and she will make sure you know day, time and 
link for your session.  
Each week she will be going through either maths, reading or writing with the group to support 
them in their learning, plus it is a great opportunity to catch up with everyone!  
 
Mrs Vale will be looking at the maths learning with the zoom groups on Wednesday this week. 
 
Task 1 - This week the spelling focus is homophones. You will find all of the activities on Spelling 
Shed ready for you to access but it would also be a good idea to find some other ways to support 
you in remembering them. Having a way to know the differences in spellings and their meanings is 
particularly important with homophones because they sound the same! Why not, come up with an 
action or a picture to go with each one to remind you of the different spellings and meanings?  

 
Do you remember looking at these in class?  
 
 
 
 
Come up with different sentences to use them in or you might 
find a rhyme, silly way of saying it or an action that helps you to 
remember it more easily. Find your own memory strategy and let 
us know which one you found useful! 
 
 
 
 
 

Here is the list of spellings to focus on this week (you can always choose some common exception 
words to practise as well if you are really keen!)  

1. there 
2. their 
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3. they’re 
4. to 
5. too 

6. two 

 

Task 2 -The first handwriting join we are going to focus on is a short diagonal between two 
letters. For example,  
 

 
 

Handwriting sheet 1 
Handwriting sheet 2 

 
Task 3 - It is important to practise handwriting and spelling in a context so we would like you to 
write a poem or a paragraph using as many homophones as you can, particularly thinking about the 
joins you use and how you form your letters. It can be about anything you like or you could make it 
space themed it is up to you! 
 
Task 4 -The text we are going to focus on this week is ‘Jonah the Spaceboy’ by Mr Lara! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrKror7hJJQ 
 
After watching the video of Mr Lara reading his book, we would like you to complete a book 
review about the book using this template to collect your ideas together.  
 
Task 5 - What 10 things would you take into space? There is a sheet to support you but it 
would be great to see some different creative ways to present this information.  
10 things sheet 
 
Task 6 - Who is your hero? We would like you to write a short paragraph about who your hero 
is, describe them and why they are your hero. This sheet might support you in collecting your ideas 
together.  
What a hero! Sheet. 

 
Task 7 to 9 - Here are lots of different space themed tasks for you to choose from. Pick 3 to 
complete this week and another 3 to complete next week.  
Space tasks  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IgHV5_UWiN8JGAB-CtEeEP6PvFiWBrQg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13pu0Z2PEyq3sicttvk7FQDpzeA-Jx6zL/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrKror7hJJQ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jo41fa76P9PV3g1K7hQxR2477Tv2G8HS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QYcMwB1LDjQ_lQScbiHaUp6eGP1cL3Tn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11e8MBDzfucz19lbSGDK_VmBssl-JCZo8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mc_OaTkdd0VsDIJhXnMpjgTb-m7EAvLr/view?usp=sharing

